Abstract
Introduction
With numerous DNA sequences now publicly available to researchers, much more information can be extracted and interpreted. Therefore, there is a potential to gain invaluable biological information from these sequences. While much attention within computational biology research has focused on identifying gene products and locations from experimentally obtained DNA sequences, several studies have given attention to protein length variations amid the three domains of life. It was found that there was a noticeable increase in protein length observed in eukaryotes compared to prokaryotes [1, 2] . Other studies established there was a positive correlation between average protein lengths and genome complexity [3] .
Less is known of the length distributions of noncoding regions. One study evaluated the distances between neighboring genes and the lengths of the 3' un-translated regions (UTRs) and it has been found that length and distance between genes and their corresponding un-translated regions had important implications in gene expression [4] .
Previous studies of our group have showed that the transcription start site to the translation start site distance distribution varies among different organisms and each organism has it own specific character [5] . This is consistent with aforementioned studies focusing on protein length, with similar results in the increase in distance from simple prokaryotes to more complicated eukaryotic organisms.
The sequencing project of Arabidopsis thaliana, a popular model organism due to its rapid life cycle, and relatively small genome is benefiting the wider plant science community with the information gained from the sequencing data, and contributing to a generalized view on plant genes. It may also offer insight into the differences between higher plants and other major groupings of living organisms [6] .
With the full-length cDNA technology coming of age, and now readily available, this data is not only useful with intron and exon studies, but the untranslated messenger RNA regions which are important in understanding transcription initiation and termination processes. A recent study conducted using the Arabidopsis cDNA data discovered many features of gene structure and organization [7] . The 5' and 3' UTR data for the large dataset confirmed previous study results, suggesting the average length of the 5' UTR length ranges between 100 to 200 nucleotides, whereas the 3' UTRs are much more variable [8] .
This research, utilizing the relatively complete sequence data of both genomic DNA and cDNA of Arabidopsis, aims to explore the correlation between the non-coding (both 5' and 3') and coding sequence regions. The situation at genome DNA level with inserted length of introns was also considered. Correlations between intron size and genome size among diverse range of organisms have been found and the presence of introns presents an interesting case [9] . Since genes in eukaryotes are located on different chromosomes and their products can be classified based on protein functions, we have not only analyzed the sequence length correlation at whole species level but also investigated the potential variations between different chromosomes and protein functional groups.
Materials and Methods

Quantitative Measurements
The gene length can be divided into three sections, and data was collected for each region with or without introns. As shown in Figure 1 , the first region is situated between the Translation Start Site (TLS) and the translation stop codon (TSC). This region will be referred to as D 1 , or coding region length (TLS-TSC distance) for the rest of this paper. The second region encompasses the +1 position after the promoter (the Transcription Start Site (TSS)) to the last nucleotide before the TLS. This region will be referred to as D 2 (TSS-TLS distance). The third and final region lies between the translation stop codon (TSC) and the transcription termination site (TTS), and will be referred to as D 3 (TSC-TTS distance). The distances were measured in base pairs (bp) of the nucleotide sequence. The data collected without introns will be denoted as d 1 , d 2 and d 3 [10] . 
Data Source and Processing
The NCBI reference sequence assembly database, which was provided by The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) provided a comprehensive 
Statistical Analysis
Comparisons were conducted on the ratio of each region (length value over total). In the following study, we denote ) /( 
Results and Discussion
Length Distributions among all Three Regions
Data from several databases were combined to include the length distances in base pairs (bp) for each region of interest, including the two untranslated regions and the coding region. The values either included introns (D) or excluded introns (d).
The median values for the whole organism ranged from under 200 bps for the 5' un-translated region to over 1600 bps for the coding sequence. The 3' untranslated region values were just over 200 bps (Figure 2) . These values are comparable with previous interpretations on this organism [7] . Other studies have shown that the 5' UTR average lengths range between 100 and 200 nucleotides. The 3' UTR for plants range from about 200 nucleotides [8] .
The data was split to chromosome level, and the median values were collected for each region. Little variation was observed between chromosomes, in each of the region categories (Figure 3 ). [8] . This has been confirmed in a recent study investigating abundance, distribution and intron size within un-translated regions of genes. It was established that the occupancy of introns in 5' UTRs of Arabidopsis thaliana (2,012 numbers of introns) is lower than in the coding sequence (55,510), and with the 3' UTR (382), it contained even smaller amounts of introns than that of the 5' UTR [11] . Our data presented in Figure 2 also reflects this feature. The coding sequence data shows considerable differences between the values with introns (D), to those without introns (d). However, in the UTR data, there seems to be little difference in each value. This could be explained by the deficiency of intron data for these regions. increases, the value of β 2 decreased, whereas β 0 and β 1 increased. However, when the ) log( 2 d value was < 2.8, variability was seen in the estimations of β 0 , β 1 , and β 2 across all chromosomes, which could be explained by the small size of sample. In this preliminary study, we did not focus on the issue of how to classify the values of ) log( 2 d
Nonlinear Function relationship between
and further analysis on the data may provide an enhanced model for fitting the data. Future research is required to incorporate many more organisms in this type of research to confirm this nonlinear trend. It is very interesting to note this nonlinear function relation between 5' UTR and the coding sequence, as well as the 3' UTR regions. Its significance in gene regulation and evolution warrants further investigation. This nonlinear relationship could be applied to prediction of length distributions of the 5' UTR region. If the coding sequence and the 3' UTR sequence length are known, the 5' UTR length could be predicted, which could provide guidance in promoter studies [13, 14] . 
Differences between Protein Functional Classes
Constraints on the evolution of proteins may be influenced by specific function, such as enzymes, regulators or signaling molecules [12] . Examination of protein lengths in conjunction with functional classes, such as cellular processes and metabolism identified that the protein lengths for these functions were greater than those of some other types. To investigate the sequence length distributions in different protein functional groups, the Arabidopsis sequence length data was ranked into four main categories based on basic functional classification (Table 1) . Chromosome 5 of the Arabidopsis thaliana contains very similar genes to other organisms, including the human. This similarity can be propitious not only in the study of crop improvement but in health studies, as well as eukaryote comparison studies [15] .
Conclusion
Our work has shown that there are possible correlations between the 3' and 5' UTR's and coding sequence lengths, although the data obtained in this paper was only based on Arabidopsis. Once more data is complied and analyzed, a larger picture of how these regions correlate should appear. In delving into the patterns of statistical properties of different gene regions and their correlation it is intended to elucidate the spatial organization rules between various gene functional elements and the difference in such organizations among different living organisms and gene families. It is assumed that these rules and differences are the results of evolution and reflect the complexity differences in the regulation of gene expression.
